
International trade in goods and services
2021, 3rd quarter

Goods exports grew past pre-pandemic levels in the third
quarter of 2021 but service exports did not
In the third quarter of the current year, international trade continued to grow. Combined exports
of goods and services grew by as much as EUR 5.0 billion relative to the third quarter of 2020,
while imports of goods and services grew by EUR 4.1 billion. In the light of current data, growth
was even higher in the past quarter than in the second quarter of 2021 when exports and imports
increased by EUR 3.4 billion and 3.5 billion, respectively. Exports had recovered in the third
quarter of 2021 even to the extent that the combined value of exports of goods and services was
EUR 1.6 billion higher than in the third quarter of 2019. These data derive from Statistics Finland's
statistics on international trade in goods and services, which are part of balance of payments.

Figure 1. Imports and exports of services quarterly

However, the situation of goods exports and service exports was not quite similar in the third quarter of
2021. The value of goods exports grew by just short of EUR 4.0 billion relative to the corresponding
quarter in the year before and by EUR 2.7 billion relative to the situation two years ago. The growth in
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goods exports was thus so strong that goods exports did not just return to their pre-pandemic level but
even exceeded it. A further indication of the singularity of the situation is that according to the balance of
payments time series starting from 2006, the level of goods exports was last higher than this in the second
quarter of 2008.

Although the level of service exports improved by EUR 1.1 billion from the respective quarter of the year
before, EUR 1.1 billion were missing from the value of service exports compared to the corresponding
quarter of two years before. Thus, in a certain sense service exports recovered only halfway.

The development of goods and service imports is not exactly the same as in exports. In the third quarter
of 2021, goods imports were nearly EUR 3.2 billion higher than in the corresponding quarter of the year
before and nearly EUR 1.6 billion higher than in the corresponding quarter of two years ago. Similarly to
goods exports, goods imports also recovered and passed the level prior to the pandemic, but to a lesser
extent.

Service imports, in turn, grew by close on EUR 1.0 billion during the past quarter relative to the third
quarter of 2020. Compared with the corresponding quarter of 2019, service imports decreased by EUR
0.6 billion. Thus, the level of service imports was somewhat closer to the level of the third quarter of 2019
than service exports.

Transport and travel services still behind weaker development in international
trade in services
As was already noted in earlier quarters and the releases relating to them, the weak development especially
in transport and travel services explains the lower level of international trade in services in the third quarter
of 2021 as well.

The combined exports of transport and travel services grew in the past quarter by close on EUR 0.3 billion
compared with the third quarter of 2020. Thus, some recovery took place, but in turn, compared to the
third quarter of 2019, the value of exports of transport and travel services was still EUR 1.3 billion lower.
In other words, the value of exports of transport and travel services was in the past quarter only 45 per
cent of its value two years ago.

The situation was similar in imports of transport and travel services. Compared to one year ago, their
combined value grew by EUR 0.4 billion but the value of imports declined by close on EUR 1.2 billion
from two years ago.

Exports of telecommunications, computer and information services grew
again
The development was more favourable for other service exports as a whole. Compared with the third
quarter of 2020, the growth in the exports of these service items was EUR 0.8 billion. In addition, unlike
in transport and travel services, other service exports also grew by EUR 0.2 billion compared to the third
quarter of 2019. The level of exports of telecommunication, computer and information services (TCI) was
clearly higher in the past quarter than usual, which mostly explains the positive development.

Exports of TCI also underpinned the high level of service exports in the last quarter of 2020, although
then its value was higher than that of the past quarter. Thus, the value of TCI exports in the third quarter
of 2021 was EUR 3.1 billion. Compared with the previous year, the service item grew by EUR 0.7 billion
and by EUR 0.4 billion from two years before. Compared to the third quarter of 2019, the growth in TCI
exports compensates for the weaker development of other service items.
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Figure 2. Exports of services by service item

The value of manufacturing services decreased by EUR 0.1 billion from two years ago and the value of
the service item was also lower than in the third quarter of 2020. The value of exports of other business
services was nearly EUR 0.1 billion lower than two years ago, but compared with last year, EUR 0.1
billion more of these services were exported from Finland. Although these service items did not show a
corresponding growth as TCI exports, their lower level relative to the time before the pandemic did not
have as big an impact as the contraction of transport and travel services.

If imports of transport and travel services are excluded, imports of other services grew in the past quarter
by EUR 0.5 billion compared to the third quarter of 2020 and by nearly EUR 0.6 billion compared to the
third quarter of 2019. In other words, if the imports of transport services and Finnish travel abroad had
been on the pre-pandemic level, Finland's total imports of services would have grown in the past quarter
relative to the third quarter from two years ago. Thus, the lower level of service imports was mostly caused
by transport and travel services. The same observation is also true for service exports.

The development of service imports was not consistent with service exports in that in terms of imports of
different service items, growth in telecommunication, computer and information services was less
significant. Products of other service items have also been imported to Finland more than in the third
quarter of 2020 or 2019. Compared to the third quarter of 2020, TCI imports grew by close on EUR 0.1
billion, while imports of manufacturing services increased by EUR 0.1 billion. Imports of other business
services grew most, by close on EUR 0.4 billion compared with the corresponding quarter in the previous
year. Other business services have usually been the largest single item in service imports. The mentioned
service items also explain the growth compared to the third quarter of 2019.

Exports especially to Europe and America have grown from the previous
year
Thus, the value of combined exports of goods and services grew in the past quarter by around EUR five
billion compared to the third quarter of 2020. The growth took place in a geographically large area so that
exports to all continents improved compared with the situation one year ago. Measured in absolute terms,
exports to Europe grew most, or by EUR 3.4 billion, which corresponds to two thirds of Finland's total
growth in exports. In relative terms, exports to America increased most, by EUR 1.1 billion or 44 per cent
relative to the third quarter of 2020. America's growth of good EUR one billion covers 23 per cent of the
growth in total exports. Most of the growth is therefore explained by more favourable development in the
European and American export markets.
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Figure 3. Exports of goods and services in balance of payments
terms by area

However, the content of the growth in exports was not entirely similar. In Europe, the growth was mainly
caused by goods exports, which grew by EUR 3.0 billion, while service exports to Europe grew by EUR
0.4 billion. Services were of greater significance for the American export market, where exports grew by
just short of EUR 0.8 billion. The value of goods exports to America grew by EUR 0.4 billion.

America's exports was mainly based on exports to the United States, which increased by close on EUR
1.1 billion. Despite the large growth, the level of exports did not reach the exceptionally high level of the
end of 2020. In Europe, Finland's exports grew to Germany, the Netherlands, Russia and the United
Kingdom alike. Exports to Sweden grew in particular, altogether by close on EUR 0.7 billion.

Growth in combined imports of goods and services was more centred on Europe than exports. If Finland's
imports grew in total by EUR 4.1 billion, 77 per cent of this growth came from imports from Europe.
Unlike exports, Asia was more important for the growth in imports. Imports from Asia increased by good
EUR 0.6 billion, which corresponds to 16 per cent of the growth of total imports. Imports from America,
in turn, grew to a lesser extent by EUR 0.3 billion.

Statistics on international trade
The statistics on international trade in goods and services are part of balance of payments. The statistics
comprise breakdowns of goods and services on a more detailed level. The guidelines and recommendations
of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6) applied to balance of payments are consistent with the
European System of Accounts (ESA 2010). National Accounts are published on quarterly and annual
levels. Finnish Customs publishes data on goods trade across borders. Goods trade published by Finnish
Customs is used as source data for the statistics on international trade in goods and services. Removals
and additions caused by definitions described in the quality description are made to them to achieve goods
trade in balance of payments terms.

Finnish Customs’ statistical service, tilastot@tulli.fi, +358 29 552 335.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Export in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20212020

3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter

24,80223,04720,87024,49819,7681 Goods and services total

18,09616,85515,29516,75514,1381.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

17,24316,35315,06716,20613,7811.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

853502229549356
1.1.2 Factoryless goods production, goods sent abroad for
processing and merchanting

6,7066,1925,5757,7435,6311.2 Services total

3563973955133891.2.1 Manufacturing services

7406385505915831.2.2 Transport

29796831251991.2.3 Travel

9162134251.2.4 Construction

1031009899891.2.5 Financial and insurance services

6777316237476201.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

3,1312,6662,4573,9122,4461.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

1,2631,4021,2321,5641,1371.2.8 Other business services

1851891852071591.2.8.1 Research and development services

3504053804612921.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

7298096678966871.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

1301431171581431.2.9 Other services

Appendix table 2. Import in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20212020

3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter

24,61923,02221,63321,68520,5131 Goods and services total

17,31716,07615,06414,53114,1661.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

18,14217,07616,11015,54714,9471.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

-182-392-465-472-2741.1.2 Goods sent abroad for processing

-1,078-1,021-961-931-8911.1.3 CIF-FOB conversion

4344133813883841.1.4. Other differences

7,3026,9466,5697,1546,3471.2 Services total

5375004785734431.2.1 Manufacturing services

1,3621,2761,1351,1901,1211.2.2 Transport

438123611192521.2.3 Travel

67756171691.2.4 Construction

3873823753923731.2.5 Financial and insurance services

1772602103081991.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

1,0321,1021,1761,2439711.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

3,0162,9522,7902,9672,6651.2.8 Other business services

7977788057057571.2.8.1 Research and development services

8117957568286251.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

1,4081,3791,2291,4341,2821.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

2862772842902541.2.9 Other services
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Appendix table 3. International trade in balance of payments terms by region, EUR mil.

20212020

3rd quarter2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter

24,61923,02221,63321,68520,513TotalImport

18,85117,75716,75516,84515,692..Europe

14,63814,51513,07713,45012,411..EU27 (2020)

9,1519,2818,1918,3977,913......Euro area

1,5391,4601,2361,2861,161........Netherlands

2,8992,9812,6552,6952,567........Germany

5,4875,2344,8865,0534,498......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

3,3833,0922,8672,9402,601........Sweden

4,2133,2423,6783,3953,281....Rest of Europe (non EU)

830790806930890........United Kingdom

2,0651,4661,9031,4391,467........Russia

1,5881,5631,4131,4511,318..America

1,2111,1411,0851,1051,021........United States

180186157111152..Africa

3,8923,4063,2003,1573,245..Asia

1,9581,6881,5971,6801,697........China

107110108122107.. Other and unknown

24,80223,04720,87024,49819,768TotalExport

16,86415,66414,27815,19313,479..Europe

13,16811,98511,10511,75910,332..EU27 (2020)

8,5357,5907,0767,5226,642......Euro area

1,4931,3021,2221,1881,114........Netherlands

2,0851,9241,8632,0101,840........Germany

4,6344,3954,0304,2373,690......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

3,1702,9942,7722,9602,520........Sweden

3,6963,6783,1733,4353,147....Rest of Europe (non EU)

1,1781,0418781,057884........United Kingdom

1,0991,1459461,039891........Russia

3,7002,9722,7875,1792,562..America

2,8592,0212,0104,3421,805........United States

578584444552425..Africa

3,3213,4973,0653,2542,978..Asia

1,1401,2381,1041,208935........China

338330297320324.. Other and unknown
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Revisions in these statistics

Revision of goods and services in balance of payment terms, EUR million

RevisionLatest release (2021-12-17)Previous release (2021-09-17)1. release

20214,16614,16613,9652020Q3Import
of goods 14514,53114,53114,3872020Q4

15315,06415,03214,9112021Q1

16916,07615,90715,9072021Q2

4514,13814,13814,0922020Q3Export
of goods 9516,75516,75516,6602020Q4

11215,29515,29115,1842021Q1

18216,85516,67316,6732021Q2

976,3476,3476,2502020Q3Import
of
services

1597,1547,1546,9942020Q4

106,5696,5676,5592021Q1

576,9466,8896,8892021Q2

475,6315,6315,5842020Q3Export
of
services

4397,7437,7437,3042020Q4

235,5755,5855,5522021Q1

226,1926,1696,1692021Q2
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